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Celebration Hymnal
Addendum ver. 7
When the first Gloria was originally designed in the
1990’s, our engineers had to make some basic
assumptions about how “she” would be used.
Gloria was first developed to aid worship in areas
that had no ready access to musical instruments.
Also, because the first two Gloria models had
limited memory, the music had to be “simple” in
nature. We had only 6 channels
of sound to work with. By that, we mean that we
recorded what amounts to a quartet of
instruments on the first four channels, added an
accompaniment channel consisting of some
chords, and a percussion channel for those who
like to use it. Our much more expensive
competition still uses that 6 channel technology.
Our “Ensemble” key allowed you to switch the
instruments of the quartet to your taste, with
favorite instruments playing your favorite hymns.
Gloria became an ideal instrument for use as a
simple backup for group singing and worship.

15 instruments playing a hymn can mean that the
accompaniment
channels
can
sometimes
overpower the melody channels, which usually
carry the SATB (Soprano, Alto, Tenor, Bass)
instruments. And most orchestral music is written
as accompaniment, to blend with the melody,
where the piano is the lead instrument. Thus,
Gloria3, in 16-channel mode, plays a full orchestra
accompaniment for most hymns, but for some
hymns that are not as familiar to you, it may be
difficult to hear the actual melody. Thankfully, we
have an answer for that.

Global Settings vs. Individual Hymn
Settings
There are two ways to vary sounds in Gloria3 –
especially the orchestral backgrounds.
Global
Settings affect every hymn in Gloria3. Individual
settings can vary the same settings, but hymn - byhymn as you prefer instead of globally across all
hymns. This is especially important when you want
to control how much orchestration there is behind
the melody of a hymn. Many of us prefer the
orchestration set at 60% so the melody comes
through on ALL hymns. But if you like the full, rich
sound of the orchestra in the background, you may
want to set the orchestration at 100% or FLAT. Just
understand that no matter how you set the global
settings, they can be overcome on a hymn-by-hymn
basis at any time. If you set the global orchestration
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Although most people loved the basic concept,
some asked whether we could fill in the orchestra
with more instruments. We began to envision a
Gloria with both the ability to play a “quartet” but
with the ability to also switch to full orchestral
sound. As the cost of memory fell, we began to
consider adding instruments to the “quartet” sound,
and finally settled on a 16- channel model. This
allowed us to program up to 15 instruments plus

percussion for each hymn, and became Gloria3.
However, this configuration also brought with it
some challenges.
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at, say 60%, as explained below, you can override
that setting for any hymn as you play it by simply
bringing up the orchestral volume using the CHORD
key.

Defaulting to a lesser orchestral presence
When you first boot Gloria3 you will see “Gloria 3”
on the LCD, and then the name of the hymnal. This
is the global settings sequence, where you can
make changes that affect all the hymns in Gloria at
the same time, and also where you can get
information about the build (version of firmware)
and serial number of your Gloria3. From this point
on, you must press a key in less than 6 seconds, or
Gloria will think you are done, and send you to the
“Hymn:” prompt. If this happens, simply press
both the START and STOP key at the same time to
return you to the global settings sequence.

Simplified version hymn-by-hymn
In addition, for any hymn programmed to Gloria in
16-track format, there exists a simplified version
that can be played by simply adding 1000 to the
hymn number when you type it into Gloria. Thus,
hymn #356 becomes #1356 and hymn #6 becomes
hymn #1006. Once there, you can try various
ensemble sounds to find the one that suits your
purpose. Also, you can accomplish pretty much the
same thing by simply starting in 16-channel mode
with full orchestra, and then selecting the ensemble
key to play your favorite set of instruments. When
you press ensemble, Gloria3 automatically mutes
the accompaniment and the percussion, so those
are not available in the ensemble mode. But you
can return to full 16-track orchestral mode by
simply holding down the play key for 3 seconds.
Keep in mind that some hymns do not have four
lead instruments, so only one or two instruments
play in the “simple” mode.
Because you can vary the sound of the instruments
so much, you can end up with some strange
combinations that can sound from awful to
beautiful. Our point is that Gloria3 is so versatile,
you need to experiment a little with her to get the
exact sound you want. 16-channel sound is
wonderful to listen to, but may be more difficult to
sing to. And our default ensemble selections of
instruments may not be your first choice when
trying to sing with Gloria3. So feel free to
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Once at the global settings sequence, simply press
the “#” key until “Set Balance” appears in the
display, then press the PLAY key one time.
Immediately press the “#” key until your choice of
Orchestral Balance is set. FLAT means 100%. I
personally like 60% orchestra, but you can
experiment. Keep in mind that whatever you set
here is set for every hymn, but individual hymns can
be changed by simply pressing the CHORD key and
then increasing th e volume. So if you set the
orchestration at 60% here in the global settings,
every hymns will play with 60% orchestral volume
by default. If you want to hear what the hymn
sounds like at 100%, simply select the hymn, then
press CHORD (the key with multiple notes on it) and

then increase the volume of the orchestra up to a
full 100% as you prefer.
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experiment to get the sound you prefer. Here’s a
suggestion on how to proceed:
1. Start with 16-channel sound to see if you are
able to sing to the full orchestra.
2. Try selecting the ensemble key and then
trying various ensemble combinations to see
if that works. Remember that the ensemble
key mutes out the accompaniment and
percussion.
3. Then add 1000 to the hymn number and try
4. various ensembles with the simplified version.
(or start in 16-channel mode with full
orchestration and then mute out the
orchestra. Do this if you have difficulty
getting a good sound from the “add 1000”
method. It does basically the same thing.
5. Keep in mind that in any mode, you are able to
lower or raise the volume on any part.
6. In 16-channel mode, the accompaniment is
keyed to the chord symbol on the Gloria3
keypad. In simple mode, the chord may or
may not be there (depending on the hymn),
but can be varied in the same way you vary
the accompaniment in 16-channel mode.
7. Your choice of percussion, no percussion, or
little percussion is always selectable in any
mode.
8. If you seem to hear some extraneous sound in
the hymn that you don’t understand
9. (sometimes may sound like static) it could be
the percussion is still on. Simply press the
10. PERCUSSION symbol and then “*” to mute
the percussion.

Before using Gloria in a congregational or group
setting, always play the hymn all the way through
to be aware of the idiosyncrasies that sometimes
pop up. The hymn may have a very short intro, or
it may be quite long. Be sure you know where the
break is between the intro and the main verse so
you can hold the sustain on the last note of the
intro if you need more time for your group to be
ready to sing. With a little practice this will
become routine, and most hymns are written with
the introduction melding smoothly into the main
stanza.

New Speakers for Best sound
On another front, some people have noted that the
speaker built into Gloria does not put out as loud of
a sound as they might like. That’s because of power
requirements in faraway places where batteries are
almost unobtainable. The speaker and amplifier
have to work on only 5 watts of power to make the
batteries last. That speaker is usually enough to
please a missionary in the field, but we realize it is
not enough for some of our North American
friends. Our suggestion is to go to a computer store
and purchase a nice set of computer speakers
(preferably with a sub-woofer) which these days
can cost as little as $20. Be sure to purchase a ¼
inch RCA to mini-plug adapter jack that allows you
to plug in the new computer speakers.
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As time goes on, you will find all kinds of uses for

Gloria3 from personal listening to group singing.
We have given you many choices of sound and
more will be available in the future,
downloadable from our website.
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Then plug them in and be prepared to be blown
away by the 16-channel sound! Remember to set
the Balance of the accompaniment to 60% if you
want to be able to hear the melodies as mentioned
earlier.
When jacked into the sound system of your church,
you will get fabulous sound. Experiment a little
because even though you are used to maybe three
or four instruments for worship, the full orchestra
version running at 60% balance is a way to really
hear some of those old hymns which were made for
orchestra, but most people have only heard on an
organ. The experience can be electrifying, and you
should allow your congregation or group to
experience it. Just be sure to preview each hymn to
be sure of your timing.

A word about 16-channel sound

When dealing with thousands of hymns, it becomes
cost prohibitive to record each hymn according to
the native language of the hymnal. Every hymnal
simply has too many variations if translated to
different languages. And then one country may be
used to singing the hymn in one key while a
different country wants to sing it in a different key.
Gloria3 is adaptable to changes in key using the
“pitch” function, but it is not able to change the
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Unlike spoken language, where a person from
one part of the world may not understand
another person from another part of the world,
music is a universal language understood
everywhere. If a person in Russia picks up a
music score from America, he can play it
immediately. However, in the case of hymns,
the lyrics in each language may be quite
different. Because the music written in one part
of the world may contain notes of duration long
enough to support the local language, the same
musical score may not accommodate a language
where the correct pronunciation of a lyric in the
new language is of a different length. For
instance, to say “hot” in Spanish you use the

word “Caliente”, which should equate to one
multiple notes because it is multiple syllables.
But if a hymn uses the English “hot” i t may be
only one note because it is one syllable. (try
saying “Hot,Hot,Hot” in Spanish) The timing may
be off because the language is different, so the
hymn, recorded, say, in Spanish, may be written
with four notes – not easily accommodating the
one-syllable “hot” in English. Sometimes the score
can be adjusted slightly to accommodate a new
language, but sometimes not. When we digitize an
English hymnal for Gloria, we use scores written for
the English language. So if we sing a hymn in
English, it turns out fine. But for the Spanish
language we digitized the Spanish Hymnal
Celebremos su Gloria, which has been written for
the Spanish language. Our original digitizer, John
Wilson, worked off the hymnal itself, because he
was working with limited channels of music and he
had space for the maximum of four parts. When we
digitized the Celebration hymnal, we were able to
use
arrangements
made
for
orchestral
accompaniment. Since we were now working with
16 channels of sound, we were able to give a more
complex sound to the hymn.
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length of a particular note except to perhaps hold it
a little longer using the manual “sustain” function.
Sometimes there are differences brought on by a
different arrangement of a hymn in a given
hymnal. If the music is a different arrangement,
it can prove to be confusing.
Further, because we had to choose a default tempo,
some hymns will need to be speeded up or slowed
down to be comfortable for you or your
congregation. Fortunately, this is easy to do with
Gloria3, and the hymn can be saved with your
favorite configuration as well so you do no t have to
adjust it every time you sing it.
Because we would like to get it right, but cannot
possibly anticipate all combinations in advance, we
need your help if you find a version of a hymn
drastically different than that which you are used to
singing.
You can go to our website at
www.gloriamusic.com and give us suggestions on
how you would like to see the hymn changed. We
promise to consider each suggestion, but we may or
may not make changes to the score for each
suggestion. If more than one person has the same
problem, we will do all we can to digitize a version
for your use, as long as it will benefit the maximum
number of people. If we cannot do this, you have
the option of making the change yourself, or of
hiring one of our MIDI musicians to do it custom for
you.
So as you listen to various hymns, you may find
some to be slightly different than your hymnal
presents them. Usually this is because we have

ported the digitized version from another hymnal
and did not catch the fact that it was substantially
different in your hymnal. Please let us know so we
can make changes.
In the case of 16-channel orchestration, we are
using the arrangements from the Celebration
hymnal orchestration arrangements, so if you are
listening to the 16-channel parts from Celebremos
su Gloria, you will find that some hymns are not
recorded in 16-channel sound. This is because
many hymns in the Celebremos su Gloria hymnal
are not written for orchestra. They may be only
two part hymns that have no orchestration. Again,
if you catch any particular glaring errors, please let
us know.

Muting the Orchestration for 16-channel
sound
We used a complete orchestral accompaniment to
get all the orchestra parts for the Celebration
hymnal. The orchestral part of the hymn is
represented by the three-note CHORD key just to
the left of the “RABBIT” (increase speed) key.
Because the scores we used are meant to
accompany a congregation or choir, sometimes the
melody is obscured, making it difficult to follow if
you are not already familiar with the melody. This
can be corrected in one of two ways:

Practice a single singing or instrument
part
Page
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Simply add 1000 to the hymn number to enter
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simple mode. Then choose all the SATB pa rts you
wish to mute out, and do so, leaving only your
singing part. Practice until you have it right, and
then add the other parts back in or go to full
orchestral arrangement mode (16-channel) to
accompany you. This method is the same whether
practicing a singing part or an instrument part.
For personal listening, it is advisable to use
headphones. Gloria3 is not stereo, so either stereo
or monaural headphones should work. Simply plug
them into the ¼” RCA jack on the side of Gloria3
using an adaptor, if necessary.
Remember, the small speaker in Gloria3 is used
primarily for places where a full sound system is
not available, making it perfect for use away from
home or the church. But whenever possible, to
get the full sound of Gloria3, be sure to plug it into
your sound system for best sound reproduction.

Listening to the orchestral versions of
hymns.
Listening to the orchestral (16-channel) version of
hymns in Gloria3 can be a very pleasant
experience. You first choose the hymnal you wish
to listen to, then, if necessary, set the orchestral
part to 60, 70, or 80%, as you like it (try it at
different percentages to find what you like.) Then
key in your favorite hymns. As you listen to them,
experiment by changing the ensemble sounds.

We are doing all we can to give you your favorite
hymns in a form you will enjoy singing them.
Thank you for purchasing a Gloria3 and we pray
you will be as blessed by Gloria as we have been
all these past years.
For video tutorials on operating the
functions of Gloria, keep your eye on the
website www.hymns2go.com where we
are adding new tutorials daily.
If you have musicians accompanying Gloria3, you
may wish to experiment between the simple
version of a hymn and putting a greatly muted
orchestra behind the live players. Th ere are many
ways to make this work, including raising or
lowering the pitch to match the instruments, and
adding or removing some instruments and/or the
percussion to get just the effect you
wish.
Gloria3 is a professional-grade musical
instrument that is specifically designed to give you
an almost endless combination of settings so it
can be used from the halls of a cathedral to
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The ENSEMBLE key mutes out the full
orchestration and leaves the SATB melody parts
playing. By choosing one of the parts, and then

choosing an instrument, you can selectively adjust
the sound of the hymn. Be sure, once you have
entered ensemble mode, that you choose a part
(like soprano) before selecting the instrument (like
trumpet.) If you do not first select one of the SATB
parts before selecting the instrument, Gloria3 will
assume you wish to change ALL the SATB parts to
the chosen instrument, and you may not get the
results you wish. Of course, any time you make a
mistake, simply hold down the PLAY key for a
couple seconds to return to full orchestral mode,
where you can begin to make adjustments again.
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around a campfire in the woods, to a hospital bed
in the ICU. It may take some experimentation to
get it right in a particular setting, but it can be
done, and the end result is worth the learning
curve.

Adding your own MIDI files to Gloria3
You may have a talented musician available who
knows how to use a computer program like
“Cakewalk” to make MIDI files. Gloria3 uses MIDI
files for all its music. These special files are an
electronic version of what used to be a paper roll
that played a player piano 100 years ago. By
creating a roll with slots cut into the paper and
connecting it to a device that pumped air through
the holes, you could get the piano to play a tune.
Today, a MIDI file is created for each instrument in
the orchestra, and each MIDI file can be assigned to
a given instrument. If, for instance, the Soprano
MIDI file is connected to a piano, you will hear the
melody played by a piano. But if the same file is
connected to a violin, the lead melody is played by
a violin. It is this adaptability that allows Gloria3 to
be so configurable.

If there are any MIDI files in the MIDI folder when
the USB is disconnected, the LCD Hymn: screen will
indicate USER SONGS. Press the (#) key to access
these. There is no provision for programming titles
into these songs. But Gloria3 will show the
computer name of the MIDI file. The LCD will scroll
through the file names when you press (*) or (#).
Before you copy the files into Gloria, you can
rename the files to whatever you want the title to
show.

Military Version of Gloria3
If you have purchased the military version of Gloria3,
you will be able to select the Armed Services Hymnal
as the active hymnal in place of the Celebration
Hymnal. You cannot have both hymnals as primary at
the same time.
The military version of Gloria3 uses the Armed Forces
Hymnal numbering for the hymns. Since the hymnal
itself is out of print, we have listed the hymns
available in Appendix A attached to this Addendum.
The hymns played by Gloria are the same
arrangements as in the Celebration Hymnal – they
have not been re-recorded. Only the hymn number is
changed to correspond with the Armed Forces
Hymnal. Since not all hymns in the Armed Forces
Hymnal are in the Celebration Hymnal, those missing
hymns are not available.
However, the Military version of Gloria3 also has
some hymns exclusive to the military version. They
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If you have someone talented enough to record
MIDI files, they can have up to 16 tracks
(instruments) playing at the same time. We will
publish exact track requirements on our
website in the near future. But here’s how you
can load those new files into Gloria3 so you
have them for your enjoyment: First connect
your USB cable to your PC, and look for the
Gloria external drive letter with the Gloria.sys

folder and MIDI folder. You simply Copy your
MIDI file(s) into the MIDI folder.
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are listed under the heading “Bonus Stuff” later in this
addendum.

Switching Hymnals on the Military version
Gloria3 is started by pressing the Start key, and while the
message is displaying the name of the Hymnal you are
using underneath the Glori3 banner, you quickly press the
Pound key one time. This sets up the hymnal choice
window. Then press the Start key one time. This allows
you to make a selection. Lastly, press the Pound key (#)
until the hymnal you want to use is showing. You must
press a key at least once every 6 seconds. If you wait more
than six seconds, Gloria will assume you have made your
choice, and return you to the hymn prompt. If this
happens, you can get back to the Global settings by
pressing the Start and Stop keys simultaneously and hold
them for a second or two.
So press Start and Stop to return to the Global settings,
and before Gloria reverts to the hymn prompt, press the
Pound key, once, the Start key once, and then use the
Pound key (#) to scroll through the installed hymnals. Stop
either at the Celebration Hymnal or US Armed Forces
Hymnal – your choice. Now you can let Gloria revert to the
hymn prompt.

Bonus stuff
You may not need some of these songs, but we have
included them in the TCH hymnal anyway. Below is
the list. You may want to experiment with the
various sounds. For instance, if you have your
orchestration balance set to lower than 100%, you
may want to press the CHORD key and then
VOLUME UP to increase the presence of the
orchestra. Vice versa, you can decrease the
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presence by turning down the chord volume if you
are operating Gloria3 in the “flat” or 100% orchestra
global mode. These extra songs are supplied to
make your use of Gloria even more enjoyable.
G3-TCH
#901
#902
#903
#911
#912
#913
#921
#922
#924
#925
#926
#951
#952
#953
#954
#971

Title
Wedding March – Wagner
Wedding March - Mendelssohn
Pomp and Circumstance –
Awana Theme Song
Awana Cubbies Theme Song
Awana Sparks Theme Song
Star Spangled Banner
Oh Beautiful for spacious skies
My Country, Tis of Thee
God Defend New Zealand
Oh Canadá!
Tuning - Guitar: E A D G B E
Tuning - Flute, Oboe, C Trumpet
Tuning - Bb Trumpet, Trombone, Clarinet
Tuning – Strings
De Colores (Theme song for Cursillo)

He's Got the Whole World in His Hands

95

The Lord's My Shepherd, I'll Not Want

96

Leaning On the Everlasting Arms

99

Children of the Heavenly Father

105

Armed Services Hymnal

What A Friend We Have in Jesus

106

It Is Well With My Soul

107

Available on Gloria3

Peace, Perfect Peace

109

1

Take Time to Be Holy

110

2

Great Is Thy Faithfulness

111

NICAEA

2

Trust and Obey

112

O Worship the King

3

All the Way My Savior Leads Me

113

Joyful, Joyful, We Adore Thee

4

A Mighty Fortress Is Our God

114

O God, Our Help In Ages Past

5

Glorious Things of Thee Are Spoken

115

O God, Our Help In Ages Past

5

If Thou but suffer God to Guide Thee

118

Praise Him! Praise Him!

6

Praise Ye the Triune God

121

You Servants of God

7

Rock Of Ages

123

To God Be the Glory

8

Jesus Loves Me! This I Know

130

Halley, Halleluiah

10

Faith Is the Victory

132

Come, my brothers, praise the Lord

11

O Love That Will Not Let Me Go

133

Blessed Assurance

12

He Leadeth Me

136

I Sing the Mighty Power of God

16

My Jesus, I Love Thee

137

Christ for the world we sing

17

Standing on the Promises

138

18

There Shall Be Showers of Blessing

140

20

God be with you

141

21

When Morning Guilds the Skies

146

22

Sun of My Soul

148

27

Abide With Me

153

32

Savior, Again to thy Dear Name

157

43

All praise to You, my God, this night

160

44

In Christ There Is No East or West

169

46

Come, Thou Almighty King

174

47

Come forth, ye men of every race

183

48

Lead on, O King Eternal

187

52

O God, beneath Thy Guiding Hand

190

54

Battle Hymn of the Republic

191

57

Lord, guard and Guide/ Men/fly (175 )

192

Lord, dismiss us With This Blessing

73

My Country, 'Tis of Thee

193

Come, Ye Thankful People, Come

74

My Country, 'Tis of Thee

194

Now Thank We All Our God

75

Not alone for mighty empire

195

This Is My Father's World

76

Eternal Father, Strong to Save

196

Eternal Father, Strong to Save

83

Eternal Father, Strong to Save

197

The Spacious Firmament on High

84

God Of Our Fathers

198

Give to Our God Immortal Praise

86

America, the Beautiful

200

All Creatures of Our God and King

87

I Love to Tell the Story

205

For the Beauty of the Earth

88

Wonderful Words of Life

206

Another year is dawning

91

Tell Me the Old, Old Story

207

Prayer is the soul's sincere desire

93

We've a Story to Tell to the Nations

209

Sweet Hour of Prayer

94

Break Thou the Bread of Life

210

Appendix A

USF #

How Great Thou Art
Holy, Holy, Holy! Lord God Almighty

Praise to the Lord, the Almighty
Praise God From Whom All Blessings Flow
Come, Thou Fount of Every Blessing
Jesus Shall Reign
Jesus, the Very Thought of Thee
Our Great Savior
Hail! Redeemer, King Divine!
We Praise Thee, O God, Our Redeemer
The God of Abraham praise
Jesus Christ Is Risen Today
O for a Thousand Tongues to Sing
We Gather Together
Praise the Lord in our worship
Doxology
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How Firm a Foundation

211

Jesus Christ is Risen today

317

O Word of God Incarnate

212

Christ the Lord Is Risen Today

319

Ye watchers and ye Holy Ones

215

Rejoice, the Lord Is King

320

Watchman, tell us of the night

216

I Will Sing of My Redeemer

321

Come, Thou Long-expected Jesus

217

Lord, enthroned in Heavenly Splendor

323

O Come, O Come, Emmanuel

218

Thine Be the Glory

324

Lo! How a Rose E'er Blooming

220

Crown Him with Many Crowns

325

Virgin, full of Grace

223

Break Thou the Bread of Life

354

Joy to the World!

229

Here, O my Lord, I see Thee face to face

357

Silent Night! Holy Night!

230

O living Bread from Heaven

359

Hark! the Herald Angels Sing

231

Let Us Break Bread Together

360

While Shepherds Watched Their Flocks

240

All Hail, Adored Trinity

365

Go, Tell It on the Mountain

244

Breathe On Me, Breath of God

366

Of The Father's Love Begotten

245

Spirit of God, Descend upon My Hea rt

367

Good Christian Men, Rejoice

246

Happy Our Home When God Is There

372

The true Light that enlightens man

248

Amazing Grace

375

Gentle Mary laid her Child

249

Be firm and be faithful

380

Angels We Have Heard on High

250

Be Still, My Soul

382

Infant Holy, Infant Lowly

251

Count Your Blessings

384

Away in a Manger

252

Just a Closer Walk With Thee

386

O Little Town Of Bethlehem

254

And are we yet alive

388

O Come, All Ye Faithful

255

Just As I Am

389

O Holy Night

256

At Calvary

393

It Came upon the Midnight Clear

257

Grace Greater than Our Sin

395

Angels, from the Realms of Glory

259

There Is a Fountain

397

I Heard the Bells on Christmas Day

260

Though your sins be as scarlet

398

The First Noel

262

Wonderful Grace of Jesus

399

We Three Kings

264

Dear Lord and Father of Mankind

400

What Child Is This?

272

There's a Wideness in God's Mercy

407

Thou Didst Leave Thy Throne

273

I Will Sing the Wondrous Story

409

One Day

274

Pass Me Not

410

Fairest Lord Jesus

275

Rescue the Perishing

411

All Hail the Power of Jesus' Name

278

Are You Washed in the Blood?

412

All Glory, Laud, and Honor

281

Softly and Tenderly

414

Must Jesus Bear the Cross Alone?

290

Love Lifted Me

416

In the Cross of Christ I Glory

293

Am I a Soldier of the Cross?

417

Alas! And Did My Savior Bleed?

294

I Know Whom I Have Believed

422

O Sacred Head, Now Wounded

296

Join All the Glorious Names

423

The Old Rugged Cross

297

I Need Thee Every Hour

424

Were You There?

298

Lead on, O King Eternal

427

The Roman soldier knew not why

299

O Jesus, I Have Promised

428

When I Survey the Wondrous Cross

300

Onward, Christian Soldiers

430

He Lives

303

Open My Eyes, That I May See

431

Come, Christians, Join to Sing

304

Stand Up, Stand Up for Jesus

433

Jesus Christ is Risen today

306

The Banner of the Cross

435

Lead on, O King Eternal

307

Faith of Our Fathers

437

The Strife Is O'er, the Battle Done

310

Guide Me, O Thou Great Jehovah

440

Christ Arose

312

Have Thine Own Way, Lord

442
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More About Jesus

445

Alleluia 2

597

Lord, Speak to Me

448

Alleluia 3

598

O Zion, Haste

451

Praise to you, Lord

599

Praise and honor to You, Lord

600

Living for Jesus
Soldiers of Christ, Arise

454

Glory to You, Word

601

Near the Cross

458

Let us proclaim

602

More Love to Thee

460

Let us proclaim B

603

Come forth, O Christian youth

461

Lamb of God

604

Jesus, I My Cross Have Taken

462

Bless the Lord, O my Soul

605

Love Divine, All Loves Excelling

463

Glory to the Father

606

Jesus Calls Us

469

In Thy Kingdom Remember us

607

Nearer, My God, to Thee

470

The Prokimenon

608

Beneath the Cross Of Jesus

471

Mah-l'choo-s'cho

609

I Am Thine, O Lord

477

V' ne-e-mahr

610

Savior, Like a Shepherd Lead Us

480

Kiddush

611

Rejoice, Ye Pure In Heart (refrain)

483

Taps

612

Take My Life and Let It Be Consecrated

485

Off we go into the wild blue yonder..

613

Be Thou My Vision

486

The Caissons Go Rolling Along

614

We're Marching to Zion

492

The Marines' Hymn

615

For All the Saints

494

Anchors Aweigh

616

O God, Our Help In Ages Past

497

Semper Paratus - US Coast Guard

617

Christ Is Made the Sure Foundation

499

Wedding March - Mendelssohn

901

The Church's One Foundation

501

Bridal Chorus - Wagner

902

Blest Be the Tie That Binds

504

Pomp and Circumstance - Land of Hope and Glory 903

Come, ye children of the Lord

507

Awana Theme Song

911

"Till He come!" O let the words

508

Awana Cubbies Theme Song

912

When the Roll Is Called Up Yonder

513

Awana Sparks Theme Song

913

Jesus, Friend so Kind and Gentle

516

God Bless America

923

O Perfect Love

522

God Defend New Zealand

924

Amen (Twofold)

550

Tuning - Guitar: E A D G B E

951

Amen (Threefold)

551

Tuning - Flute, Oboe, C Trumpet

952

Hear Our Prayer, O Lord

559

Tuning - Bb Trumpet, Trombone, Clarinet

953

Our Father, Who art in Heaven

564

Tuning - Strings

954

Glory Be to The Father (Meineke)

566

Reveille

957

The Lord Bless You and Keep You

577

Mess Call

958

Let all the earth cry out to the Lord

584

Church Call

959

Lord, have mercy

585

Retreat

960

Glory to God in the Highest

586

De Colores

965

Response 1 Advent

587

Response 2 Advent

588

Response 3 Christmas

589

Response 4 Epiphany

590

Response 5 Lent

591

Response 6 Lent

592

Response 7 Lent

593

Response Easter

594

Response Ascension

595

Alleluia 1

596
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